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Introduction
If you’re serious about blogging, it’s important to focus on your visitors. How much do you really know
about your visitors? Do you know where they come from? Why they came to your site? How long they
stayed? How many pages they looked at? How many came and immediately left?
Before you say, “Oh, numbers; I can’t deal with numbers!” or “Oh, coding; I can’t deal with coding!”, let
me tell you that these numbers are good to know—and very useful in growing your blog readership. And
let me tell you that these numbers are easy to find, use and understand with a free web analytics package
(software installed on your site that tracks what visitors do on your site)—no coding, just cut and paste.
There are many free web analytics packages out there. In my opinion, Google Analytics offers the most
comprehensive solution. It may be a little overwhelming for someone just starting out, but it’s really not
hard to find the most important numbers you need to be keeping track of. This guide helps bloggers set up
and understand the information that Google Analytics provides.
Good luck!
Jordan McCollum
MamaBlogga

JordanMcCollum.com
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Setting Up Google Analytics
Google Analytics is free & easy to set up. If you’re signed up with GMail, Google Talk or Blogger (or any
other Google application), you already have a Google account. If you don’t, you can sign up for one pretty
quickly. To sign up for Google Analytics, you’ll have to enter your information (URL, location, your name,
etc.) and agree to the user agreement.
Once you enter this information, Google Analytics gives you some crazy-looking tracking code that you
must put on your website. It should look something like this (with numbers in place of the bold, red x’s):
<script type="text/javascript">
var gaJsHost = (("https:" == document.location.protocol) ? "https://ssl." : "http://www.");
document.write(unescape("%3Cscript src='" + gaJsHost + "google-analytics.com/ga.js'
type='text/javascript'%3E%3C/script%3E"));
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">
var pageTracker = _gat._getTracker("UA-xxxxxx-x");
pageTracker._initData();
pageTracker._trackPageview();
</script>

This is your Web Analytics Property ID. Google has finally integrated Blogger with its Analytics, so all you’ll
need is this ID (including the UA- part).

Copy the ID and go into your Blogger account. Pull up the blog you want to add
tracking to and go to Settings > Other. At the bottom of the page, find the Google
Analytics option and paste the code in the box (again, including the UA- part).
Click the orange Save Settings button at the top of the screen.
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This code is also used in self-hosted WordPress with a Google Analytics plugin (See Appendix A). If
you’re on TypePad or WordPress.com, edit your theme and paste the entire code into a text widget.
To do this, go to Appearance>Widgets. Drag a new Text widget into the sidebar. Paste the full code into
the widget, and do not add a title. Click Save.

Once the code is saved and installed, go back to Google Analytics and verify that it’s running by clicking
the “Check Status” button.

Customizing the Dashboard
Once you’re collecting data from your site, Google Analytics can be
even more useful to you if you customize the “dashboard” to include
the most important reports to you. The dashboard is the “Home”
screen you see (although currently the default when you login is to
go to the Visitors Overview, when you click “Home” on the orange
navigation bar, it takes you to your dashboard). You can choose which reports are displayed there so you
see the most important data to you at a glance.
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In the cover image screen shot (actual numbers obscured), you can see that I have the basic reports (this
is all below the visitor graph displayed at the top of the dashboard), and have added the Keywords report
so I can see what words people are using on search engines to find my site and the Top Content by Title
report so I can see at a glance which pages on my site are getting the most visitors. I recommend these
two reports, since they’re easy to use and understand (not to mention their usefulness!).
The Keywords report is under Traffic Sources>Keywords. To add it to the dashboard, click the “Add
to Dashboard” button under the large title “Keywords” near the top of the page. The Top Content by Title
report is available under Content>Content by Title. You can add it to the dashboard in the same way. You
can delete and drag-and-drop the boxes in the lower part of the dashboard to how you like it.
There are many other useful reports already included on the dashboard:

Average time on site (Are people popping in quickly or sticking around at least
long enough to read something?)

Pages per visit (Do people look at more than one page while at your site?)

Bounce rate (How many people leave your site after viewing only one page?)

Traffic sources pie graph.
I also like to look at my top referrers (under Traffic Sources>Referring Sites) to know
where my visitors are coming from.

Using the Information
Well, now what? You can see the words that people use in search engines to find your site; you can see
how long they spend there; you can see how many pages they view. What can you do with this
information?
First of all, you can see what pages of your site are most popular. From this, you may be able to tell what
topics and style your readers like best—of, if you did something special to promote your most popular
posts, you can see what you need to do again.
Secondly, you can see how many of your visitors turn around and leave. In and of itself, bounce rate isn’t
necessarily bad. Unlike many websites, it’s entirely possible for visitors to your blog to visit your site and
read everything new in a single visit, then navigate away (possibly to subscribe to your feed). But do your
popular pages have a higher than average bounce rate?
If your popular posts have a higher than average bounce rate, what can you do to improve that? Make
sure that your most popular posts also highlight similar posts on your site. For more information on
lowering your bounce rate and increasing your blog’s stickiness, download the free guide Get Your Visitors
to Stick!
Another important use of your analytics is to see what sites and keywords people are using to find your
site. You may never know what people are searching for when they find your site. However, if you see
large trends that are central to the theme of your blog (like many people coming to your photography site
for some variation of “baby portrait”), you could try to “target” this keyword more by
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Making it a label, tag or category on your blog
Making it part of the navigation, like your About or Contact page
Including it in the Title or Description of your blog
Writing a post that sums up (and links to) all your tips (if you do this, be sure to go back through
the old posts and link to the new one, as well).

A Caveat
Finally, try not to worry too much about your blog stats. It’s so easy to become obsessed with your blog’s
stats, and to tie your blog’s worth or even your own self-worth to the number of page views you generated
yesterday. It’s not worth that much—really.
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Appendix : Plugins to Integrate Google Analytics
You certainly don’t have to use all of these plugins (you could make quite a mess of your blog if you do!),
but feel free to select from among these plugins to find the best ones for your site, topic and visitors.

WordPress
Google Analytics Plugin for WordPress by boakes.org
Absolutely no code entry—just get your Google Analytics account number and plug it in.
Google Analytics by Semiologic
Very, very little code entry—just cut and paste your Google Analytics tracking code into the plugin.

Six Apart
Google Analytics 0.2
Cut and paste your Google Analytics account number.

This is a FREE document containing no affiliate links.
Distribution of this document is only allowed unaltered and complete as original PDF,
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